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Freddie Foreman launched this magazine with the editors in Newcastle, however it is the city of 

Cambridge where the magazine is perhaps most relevant. Freddie Foreman's son Jamie is a 

Hollywood star and a regular actor on a prime – time BBC television series. In the opening 

monologue to the film Layer Cake (2004) that he features in, there is a fictional Cambridge 

University graduate (with a double - first in chemistry) paying off his student loan by 

manufacturing kilos of cocaine. Fiction aside, Freddie Foreman was a real gangster in 1983, serving 

several years in prison for his part in the largest cash robbery of the time in the U.K. Today there are 

real, criminal - scientists affiliated with Cambridge University; however their use of chemistry and 

nano – technology has evolved considerably over the past few years and it is not for manufacturing 

cocaine.  

        Chief Constable Simon Parr of Cambridgeshire Police has permitted micro-chips to be 

implanted in to unwitting, young people (without their consent) so their synapse – activity and 

private thoughts can be monitered, documented and broadcast publicly. This is done by tricking 

people in to having injections during blood – tests in surgeries and hospitals. Rather than parody or 

undermine the Hollywood – esque glamour of those very loosely associated with those on the 

fringes of the cannabis industry, the Chief Constable has successfully permitted and perhaps even 

instigated the murder of two young female police officers in Manchester during September 2012. 

The logic is clear, dry, concrete and irrefutable. As the Chief Constable's force has publicly ignored 

government legislation such as Article 3 of the Human Rights Act 1998 which prohibits torture, 

inhuman or degrading treatment, Article 7 which prohibits no punishment without law; Article 8 

which states that there can be no intereference with privacy, family life, homes, freedom or 
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correspondence; Article 9 which states that everyone is entitled to freedom of thought; Article 11 

which prohibits constraints on association with others and Part II (Article I) which states that 

everyone is allowed peaceful enjoyment of his possessions, he was legitimised and condoned the 

murder of Fiona Bone and Nicola Hughes, which is prohibited under Article 2.  

    The project by scientists collaborating with Cambridgeshire Constabulary (and a team of 

University academics based in Cambridge) to subvert the glamour of targeted individuals has 

completely back – fired. Instead of subverting the glamour of these individuals they have catalysed 

the destruction of the prohibition of murder. Simon Parr has deemed the majority of the articles of 

the Human Rights Act 1998 acceptable to be ignored in Cambridge, thus many people across the 

rest of England have found it also permissible to do the same, possibly resulting in the murder of 

Fiona Bone and Nicola Hughes.  

       This was not the original intention of these scientific / social projects, the original purpose of 

collecting this neuro – scientific data was for military purposes. Interrogating secret agents from the 

elite forces of other countries used to be done (by friends of General Sir Peter Wall) with polygraph 

tests, to measure and record physiological responses such as blood pressure, pulse, respiration and 

skin conductivity. Nano - technology has evolved considerably since General Sir Peter Wall was a 

student at Selwyn College, Cambridge; now classified information is extracted illegally and directly 

from foreign spies through remote computing via micro – chipping the individual. The sheer 

stupidity of the scientists collaborating with friends of Cambridgeshire Constabulary has been to 

abuse this technology for non – military agendas to collect individual's personal data and modify 

their behaviour. Howard Marks, an Oxford University philosophy graduate and former MI6 agent 

also adorns the cover of Prohibition Magazine. Prior to his column, is an article on intrusive 

surveillance, what the article fails to mention is how this surveillance is being abused in Cambridge 

to violate the aforementioned articles of the Human Rights Act 1998. The first stage of this 

surveillance has been to rig up the homes, work – places and recreational areas of the targeted 
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individuals with audio - bugs and nano – sized cameras. The second stage of this surveillance has 

been to hack in to the signal frequencies of the individual’s electrical equipment. The third stage of 

this surveillance has been to hack in to all the individuals email accounts, mobile – phones and 

social network – working profiles. The final stage of the surveillance has been to implant micro – 

chips in to the individuals to monitor their thoughts, thus enabling a significant part of their 

behaviour to be pre-empted, subverted and controlled. The first stage has been well documented by 

Prohibition Magazine. The second stage is very familiar with anyone who has knowledge of GCHQ 

in Cheltenham, where Iain Lobban oversees the interception of signals, traffic analysis and 

regulates the interference of people's enjoyment of music. Interfering with signals to disrupt 

people's music is sheer stupidity on behalf of those utilising satellite technology, as it violates Part 

II (Article I) of the Human Rights Act 1998 which states that everyone is allowed peaceful 

enjoyment of his possessions and Article 8 which states that there can be no interference with 

privacy, family life and home. Electronics signals technology (which is supposed to have a military 

use) is being abused to interfere with individual's private lives and subvert the dissemination of 

music that spreads happiness to the wider public.  

            A justification of this misuse of electronic signal technology has been that Bassline House 

music is associated with violence in South Yorkshire and Hip Hop music is associated with violence  

in London. Counter to this ridiculous claim is the excellent youth work in Preston, Lancashire by 

Shotta T.V, the online radio station which has prevented bullying in schools and colleges. Shotta 

T.V has provided the youth of Preston with an alternative to committing crime and enabled many of 

those previously without a voice, a way of expressing themselves. Interfering with the electronic 

signals of those associated with Shotta T.V is a violation of Article 10 of the Human Rights Act 

1998:  

 Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold 

opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public 

authority and regardless of frontiers.  
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The third stage of this type of covert interference / surveillance has been well documented in the 

British public's outrage at the phone hacking scandal associated with News Corporation during the 

Leveson inquiry. The irony being that the six independent assessors investigating the phone – 

hacking where colleagues of friends of some of the witnesses summoned! The fourth stage of the 

current, covert surveillance taking place in Cambridge is perhaps the most damaging to Chief 

Constable Simon Parr of Cambridgeshire Police's career, so damaging in fact, that it may also 

catalyse the removal of Theresa May from her position as Home Secretary. If Theresa May has 

approved the negligence of Simon Parr's attitude of ignoring the fundamental core principles of the 

Human Rights Act 1998, then she too is perhaps also unwittingly responsible for permitting the 

murders of Fiona Bone and Nicola Hughes. There is no possible counter – argument, if micro-chips 

are implanted in to unwitting, young people (without their consent) so their synapse – activity and 

private thoughts can be monitored, documented and broadcast publicly in Cambridge, then no 

police officer in the United Kingdom can uphold the law. Thus Theresa May's position as Home 

Secretary becomes untenable due to the public, vulgar misuse of science and technology in 

Cambridge. The land owned by the University of Cambridge and its occupants is supposed to be the 

crown jewel of English civilisation, however the failure of Simon Parr to uphold very basic, 

fundamental human rights with his three – force strategic policing alliance alongside Bedfordshire 

Police and Hertfordshire Constabulary is an embarrassment to the city of Cambridge. 

      Rather than protecting the public or vulnerable people, the farcical scientific projects these 

(Cambridgeshire Constabulary affiliated) University academics have been engaging in, that 

relentlessly target individuals who are involved in the entertainment industry, are really diminishing 

individual's careers in spreading joy, love and happiness through events. This stupidity is increased 

by some criminologists (and behavioural psychologists) who have attempted to force the data 

collected in some of these research projects to appear in a way pleasing to the Cambridgeshire 

Constabulary. For example, test subjects who have had minimal contact with cocaine, have had 
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their smell unwittingly / temporarily deprived or controlled via a combination of chemicals sprayed 

and injected in their food in addition to remote, neural modifications via computational neuro – 

science. This data is faked by the scientists to seem as if it is a result of minimal, recreational 

cocaine use during champagne – fuelled parties.  

       Other forced, artificial and false research data manipulated by prejudiced criminologists 

(working in conjunction with the police's behavioural psychologists) includes depriving test 

subjects of large quantities of protein in their diet, then falsely attributing it to consumption of 

cannabis or alcohol. Prohibition Magazine features Liverpool multi – millionaire drug smuggler 

Curtis Warren, a Chief – Minister in the European cannabis trade, governing a cabinet of high – 

ranking, cannabis - smoking body builders. Curtis Warren was once listed on the Sunday Times 

Rich List, he now resides in H.M.P Full Sutton, in Yorkshire, but will be released soon (in a couple 

of years) to enjoy the several hundred properties that he has bought with the help of drug - 

smuggling billionaires and continue his body building activities, perhaps even in a cloud of 

cannabis smoke! Ridiculous, illegal measures have been conducted against Chief – Minister 

Warren, for example, his vehicles where bugged with trackers across several continental countries 

without the permission of each country that the tapping occurred. This is not legal. Also he has been 

given a unique order banning him from having over a £1, 000 in cash in his wallet at one time.   

      From a Harvard University perspective, such as Nozick's in Anarchy, State and Utopia (1974), 

this is non-sense, as no one man has any rights over any other man. The law is a man – made 

construct, Warren has just as many legislative rights as current U.S President Obama, it is only that 

the general public have been fooled in to believing the illusion that only a select few people have 

the authority or privilege over other people, that allows individuals to fabricate unique banning 

orders and ignore international conventions that prohibits the bugging / tracking / surveillance of 

people across different countries borders without the permission of each individual sovereign or 

government. Warren has silently made excellent contributions to the British economy through re-
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investing his wealth in to British football grounds and office blocks, unlike several other Category A 

prisoners (such as 'Goldfinger' Palmer) who have preferred to invest in the economies of the Canary 

Islands, Cyprus and Tenerife instead.  

       Harvard University's original benefactor was a student of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. The 

current population of Harvard University's philosophy faculty must surely be shocked by the lack of 

ethical conduct being displayed in Cambridge today. To be specific, despite The British Underworld 

group on the social networking website Facebook being removed, as a Cambridge – based response 

to the accidental (cross – fire) shooting of the innocent five – year old in a Stockwell, South – 

London shop, the plea for a cease – fire was ignored, despite the care displayed for all very young 

children across Britain. In addition to this plea for the protection of children being vulgarly ignored 

by Chief Constable Simon Parr of Cambridgeshire Police and scientists micro – chipping unwitting 

people in Cambridge, the feminist philosophy of several key figures associated with many 'test – 

subjects' has also been ignored. Only a complete and utter team of morons would attempt to 

sterilise, micro – chip or modify the behaviour of a feminist philosopher who advocates cease – 

fires to protect very young children. Harvard University moral philosophers would be shocked and 

embarrassed at such ridiculous research projects taking place in Cambridge, England.  

       The greatest imbecile in all these scientific / psychological activities is perhaps the person who 

tries to justify them by saying there is a lack of care in a person who is a moral philosopher. The 

only person qualified to talk about ethics to a moral philosopher, is another moral philosopher. It is 

not possible for someone who has no knowledge of moral philosophy, to engage in any sustained or 

concrete ethical debate about morality or care with a philosopher. It is like someone attempting to 

discuss Einstein's most complex mathematical equations with an expert theoretical physicist - when 

they haven’t even learnt basic algebra yet. Nietzsche once said that 'the demand to be loved is the 

greatest of all arrogant presumptions'. Only a fool would try to demand, manipulate or force 

someone in to loving or caring for someone that they do not want to care for or love. Everyone is 
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entitled to speak freely and have their own perspective but that does not mean that anyone can force 

anybody to care or love someone who they do not, or force their perspective on someone else. My 

humility follows Nietzsche's.    

         The feeblest minded in all these scientific / psychological activities is perhaps the person who 

has been tricked in to getting involved by either being persuaded that it is an elaborate joke or that it 

is part of a genuine research project. Neither of these things is true. The former is incorrect due to 

the systematic human rights violations outlined earlier. The latter is incorrect also due to the 

systematic human rights violations. To clarify, if one where to disable a person's leg and then ask 

them to play a game of football under observation, then the test is automatically invalid. The result 

has already been predetermined prior to the test.  

       The most gullible in all these scientific / psychological activities is perhaps the person who is 

persuaded to hide from or not to contact individual's selected to have their behaviour modified with 

neuro – science. These gullible people are actually helping to violate Article 11 of the Human 

Rights Act 1998 which prohibits constraints on association with others. The real reason why people 

are asked to hide from individual's who have been micro – chipped (and are under surveillance) is 

to improve the affect of MMT (memory modification technology). This is cosmetic neurology to 

help enhance the re-writing of memories pharmacologically and block individual's from having 

dreams. This is why some Oxbridge scientists have initiated attempts to undermine and parody 

people's photographic archives (such as what one might find on social networking websites) so that 

perceptions of individual targets can be modified. By undermining unwitting test subject's 

photographic archives or attempting to coerce the test subject in to deleting their archives, scientists 

have greater bio – power over who they wish to transform or manipulate.  

      Prohibition Magazine rescues us slightly from these hidden Home Office agendas. Howard 

Marks, who himself has stood for Parliament, has noted that 'the distribution of recreational drugs 

through organised crime is the deliberate and conscious choice of our government'. What Marks 
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could have perhaps added to this, is that the mass production of pharmaceutical drugs is perhaps 

much more sinister than the industry regulated by organised crime. The pharmaceutical industry, 

tends to cover up the illnesses caused directly by medicines by describing more powerful, 

alternative medicines.  The stupidity of gullible people is harnessed by scientists pretending to be 

media types to get them involved with recording their biological / physical science and technology 

projects, which are actually thinly – disguised, clinical medicine studies. The focus by the Home 

Office on the organised, criminal trade in recreational drugs is to distract the public from the illegal 

brain mapping and imaging of individuals in covert human experiments in laboratories in 

Cambridgeshire and other counties. These human experiments are covered up psychologists and 

laboratory research units who diagnose their mistakes as pathological illnesses and in worst case 

scenarios, lie during autopsies about embedded micro – chips found in bodies used in failed 

psychological experiments in to abuse and obedience.   

       The farcical misuse of science and technology used by these Cambridge – based scientists in 

their strategy to modify behaviour has done nothing but condone the violation of people's humanity 

and dignity. Thus the careers of Chief Constable Simon Parr of Cambridgeshire Police and the 

current Home Secretary Theresa May are over in any ethical, moral, political or lawful sense. To 

clarify, the consequences of these public, neuronal and psychological interventions in unwitting 

individual's in Cambridge has been to destroy the national infrastructure of law. These actions have 

potentially increased the chances of more police officers being murdered in Manchester and a repeat 

of the rioting partially sparked by Mark Duggan's death in London. Thus a small minority of the 

Cambridge – based scientific community has catalysed a fragility in the overall state. Rather than 

preventing violence, these projects have done the exact opposite, compromising national security, 

by modifying the behaviour of people (under surveillance) without their consent, the wider public 

has accelerated their possession and use of illegal firearms. As genetic data and information about 

the human genome is being extracted from people without their consent as well as being made 
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publicly available, the response by the British underworld has been to stock as many firearms as 

possible as protection against bio – engineers such as those based in Cambridge. The U.K 

government has the largest expenditure on arms exportation in Europe, thus the government can not 

be hypocritical about individuals protecting themselves with firearms, when there are billions of 

pounds being spent on the manufacture of firearms every year.  

       The aforementioned mistakes by scientists, criminologists, psychologists, various other 

academics and the police has resulted in an ethical, thermo – nuclear disaster in the Home Office. 

Rather than preventing or countering crime with case studies, the national infrastructure's skeleton 

of human rights has been destroyed. These case studies have destroyed the security of the U.K, 

increasing crime and making non - scientists feel unsafe in their communities from bio – 

engineering. Worried about the hidden motives of NHS affiliated scientific units, the general public 

have increased their polydrug use as an alternative to prescriptions through out the past couple of 

years. The Home Office's Chief Statistician's work on drugs has been rejected by the public as a 

fallacy, due to the catastrophic nuclear disaster of his corrupt associates work in Cambridgeshire. 

The explosion of truth, unable to be hidden by scientists attempting to cover up the human rights 

violations that are currently masquerading as case studies / media projects; has released large 

quantities of radioactive contamination in to the atmosphere of Cambridge during 2012. This 

disaster is one of the worst accidents in the coalition government’s short history, the battle to 

contain the contamination and avert a greater catastrophe has been a fiasco. Let us hope that the 

long – term effects such as cancers and deformities in the fabric of the U.K's morality are not 

permanent.      

       

        


